
EAGLE LANDING PARK

Update, May 17, 2018 



Meeting Agenda 
7:00 pm: Welcome and Introductions

Brian Wilson, City Manager
Steve Roemer, Parks Director
Maiya Andrews, Public Works Director
Galan McInelly, Geo Engineers

7:05 pm: Presentation
7:30 pm: Public questions, answers, discussion
8:25 pm: Next steps, follow-up



Ground Rules 
• Listen actively—respect others when they are talking. Assume goodwill.
• Speak from your own experience instead of generalizing ("I" instead of 

"they," "we," and "you")
• Do not be afraid to respectfully challenge one another by asking 

questions, but refrain from personal attacks—focus on ideas
• Participate to the fullest of your ability—community growth depends on 

the inclusion of every individual voice
• Instead of invalidating somebody else's story with your own spin on her 

or his experience, share your own story and experience
• The goal is not to agree—it is to gain a deeper understanding
• Be conscious of body language and nonverbal responses —they can be as 

disrespectful as words



Eagle Landing Park (Branson Property)
Acquired in 2002

A requirement for project 
funding was that no structures 
would be built, which would 
impact natural sediment 
delivery to the shoreline 
(ie. bulkheads) 



Park Design 2003



Environmental Review (SEPA Process) Prior 
to Development of Park, including stairs 
states:

“A basic assumption for this project 
is that the slope will continue to be 
unstable in the future. In fact, it is 
basic to the professed goals of the 
park that instability continues to 
episodically provide sediment to 
the beach and nearshore areas.” 



Environmental Review (SEPA Process) Prior 
to Development States:

“There are no plans to tightline
existing flows entering the project 
through the project site.” 



GeoEngineers agree that the small slide near 
the stairs are caused by wave action and not 
the City’s storm water:
“landslide activity likely originates at the beach and has 
continued as a result of continued beach 
erosion (Landau Associates 2015)”

“beach erosion plays a significant role in 
the initiation of landslide activity in 
the park
(GeoEngineers 2015, Shannon and Wilson 2002)”



Construction 2004/05



Public Use Throughout the Park



Chronic Shoreline Erosion / Stair Damage 
2011 and prior



Continued Lower Stair Damage
2013



Re-Routed Lower Stairs
2013



December 2014



Severe erosion and separation of stairs



Closure of Stairway



Removal of lower two landings



Trail erosion and falling trees



ANYSIS

Additional barricades and signage



Additional barricades and signage



Ongoing erosion April 2018



The City will continue to 
evaluate all options to 
move forward



Question and Answer
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